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Classification Management is a tool of Management: if classification management is to be good, the original classification must be good. As this is the heart of the program a brief review of the status of classification authority and operations may be useful.

CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY

The authority to classify is, of course, inherent in the Constitution's provision for the common defense. More practically, for our everyday use, it stems from Executive Order 10501, as amended, which says in part:

"Section 2. Limitation of Authority to Classify The authority to classify defense information or material under this order shall be limited in the departments and agencies of the executive branch as hereinafter specified. . . .

(c) In those departments and agencies not affected by the provisions of subsection (a) and (b), above, the authority for original classification of information or material under this order shall be exercised only by responsible officers or employees, who shall be specifically designated for this purpose. Heads of such departments and agencies shall limit the delegation of authority to classify as severely as is consistent with the orderly and expeditious transaction of government business . . . ."

In consonance with the requirement for delegation, each of the services has issued directives, specifying who may exercise original classification authority, and limiting it in relation to successively higher levels of classification. There is no purpose in our repeating the detailed list of those who are so designated, but it may be useful to mention, in capsule form, the original authority for Top Secret classification. In each of the services and DoD these authorities are the Secretary and his principal assistants and staff, the Chairman of the JCS and his principal staff, and the Military Chiefs of Service and their deputies and heads of principal staff offices, and the Commanders of major operating forces and major field establishments. As specified, the authority may not be redelegated. In this connection, the phrasing of delegation in the Navy appears more extensive than in either of the other services: the Army appears most limited.

On the basis of numbers of people authorized to exercise original authority for Top Secret classification, the Air Force is the most liberal of the services. This is an essentially current list for the respective services and DoD:

Footnotes appear at the end of the text.
### TABLE I:
Numbers of Positions Authorized to Classify Top Secret

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OSD</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCS</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Agencies</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dept of Army</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dept of Navy</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dept of Air Force</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>803</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total numbers of people authorized to exercise original classifying authority at the other classification levels are:

- Secret: 7,687
- Confidential: 31,048

Derivative classification, about which more will be said later, stems from the further use of material that has been classified by an original authority. A person who uses such material in other ways or in other documents is exercising derivative authority. Such authority includes, of course, the use of guides in different fields announcing determinations made by higher authorities.

Mention must be made of the level next higher than the Secretary of Defense, namely, the Office of the President – specifically with respect to the National Security Council. The issuances of this office have a determining effect on classification when they enter the DoD in one way or another.

This, then, is the framework within which classification is created; there is ample opportunity for variations of interpretation, as one might suspect.

Classification is changed in a manner that parallels its creation; namely, any authority authorized to create can reduce or eliminate, and any authority in a higher chain can take such action with respect to issuances from subordinate offices. Of course, this requires thought, consideration, and deliberate action — all at a premium in a busy environment. To help, the Automatic, Time-Phased, Downgrading and Declassification Program was, as we all know, created; it is in use by the services and their agencies and contractors. The program has been of major importance in keeping the amount of classified material within reasonable bounds. There are difficulties in its operation; I shall refer to them later. Some have been discussed at this meeting.

Another medium that has begun more recently to have an effect on changes, in addition to its effect on classification, is the classification guide, now operating as part of the
Classification Management Program. A brief summary of the effect of the Classification Management program on the issuance of such guides may be inferred from Table 2.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dept</th>
<th>No. of Guides 30 Jun 63</th>
<th>No. of Guides 30 Jun 64</th>
<th>No. of Guides January 1971</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see, there has been a steady improvement in the availability of guides and, in general, their quality as well.

**WHAT'S CLASSIFIED – Some Comments**

Having determined who is authorized to classify and change or declassify, we now approach the question of what to classify. To rephrase the opening statement, good Classification Management depends on good classification.

Many comments have been made about the process of classification and the selection of material to classify. The basis, of course, is in EO 10501, which establishes the degrees of classification. About Top Secret, for instance, the document says:

"...The Top Secret classification shall be applied only to that information or material the defense aspect of which is paramount and the unauthorized disclosure of which could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation such as leading to a definite break in diplomatic relations affecting the defense of the United States, an armed attack against the United States or its allies, a war, or the compromise of military or defense plans, or intelligence operations, or scientific or technological developments vital to the national defense."

As we know, the specifications for other categories are distinguished by changes in the value words concerning the potential effects of compromise. The problem is to determine whether compromise or loss could cause "exceptionally grave," or "serious," (Secret), damage or be "prejudicial" to the defense interests of the nation (Confidential); this problem faces all who serve as original classifying authorities or prepare classification guides.

To help in interpretation, DoD has issued "Writing and Applying Classification Guidance," and some of the service components have issued similar instructions, based upon the original, amplifying to fit their circumstances. In this area, a few additional words may be of some value. In assessments leading to a determination of classification, the potential of a given
friend or possible foe can be based on a few relatively easy-to-discover facts, since information about raw materials, people, and other basic resources is generally available. The capability of a nation, based on its potential, becomes a more sophisticated element of information: some aspects are determinable with relative ease (e.g., the amount of arable land required to support given population under normal circumstances), other aspects only with great difficulty, if at all. In these days of advanced technology, a nation depends heavily on an industrial base that can regularly turn out uniform products of complex design. Assessing the extent and quality of the industrial base becomes a vast puzzle, pieces of which come to hand from time to time, and lead to such judgments as “the Soviet Union is approximately 5 years behind the U.S. in computer technology.” The task of arriving at this judgment is essentially one of scientific and technical intelligence. The results may be classified or unclassified (as in the computer assessment) but evaluations of their application in military fields and comparisons of capabilities are generally classified.

Let us turn to the most difficult-to-determine aspect of information. Having established the capabilities or the range of capabilities, we must now consider intent. There is little question that if we can establish the intentions of a possible adversary, we have gained much. We may have been able to establish that a capability to do so-and-so exists, but the pinch is in deciding whether there is an intention to do it. The most obvious encounter with intent is in plans: war plans, contingency plans, development plans, etc.

As an illustration, the commander of a force in the field can develop a fairly accurate picture of the force he faces. Intelligence may establish that the enemy has troops and aircraft, so positioned as to be capable of reinforcing other forces within a stated time; knowing whether they actually intend to employ the force in such a manner can make a significant difference to the commander when he assesses the likely outcome of his plans.

It is interesting to note that of eight considerations to assist in initial classification determinations found in DoD 5120.34H, four may be said to address themselves to intentions, three to capabilities, and one to time. Intent, therefore, is most critical; it must be assessed carefully. Concealing intent is particularly difficult in a country such as the United States: for one valid reason, the President may decide to reveal intent in order to further national policy. For another, intent must be related to capability: there is intense coverage of the area of capabilities in a plethora of trade magazines and papers. The difficulty and importance of evaluating intent and its relation to capabilities is emphasized a number of times in a supplemental statement to the Report of the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel, which said, at one point:

“It is imprudent, indeed even reckless, to formulate such policies (national defense policies) on the basis of subjective judgments as to Soviet and Red Chinese intentions rather than their known military and technological capabilities.”

Consequently whether intent is revealed in information must be weighed and probably will be
classified unless the classifier has positive knowledge that higher authority has authorized
disclosure or release.

WHO CLASSIFIES — 2 basic approaches

Having discussed some aspects of what's classified, let us return to the question of who
does the classifying. We have discussed the officials who are authorized to create classification in
the first instance and have noted the part played by derivative classification. The framework
seems reasonably clear-cut and straightforward. Surely, the effort should advance with little
difficulty. Should there be problems?

The Author — A primary means of establishing classification — probably the most
common — is to have the author decide. It is also probable that the author is not an original
classifying authority. He may or may not be authorized to issue the paper he creates in his own
name or in the name of his superior (who may be an original classifying authority). If the author
does not literally sign the paper, but an original classifying authority does, that official is
presumably exercising his classification prerogatives and confirming the classification, as is
required of him by existing directives. Since hundreds of thousands of pages are created each
year, it appears only reasonable that the author would have primary responsibility in establishing
the classification: he should be best informed on the topic, and the wheels must keep turning. If,
however, he does sign and is not an original classifying authority, on what basis does he establish
the classification? Derivative authority? Issued guides (a form of derivative authority)? Personal
expertise? Following the prescribed path of finding an original authority?

Derivative classification is the most eligible peg on which to hang classification. In this
respect, two basic problems have adverse effects on good classification. The first is an assessment
of whether information drawn from an existing classified paper is classified. A foundation for
derivative classification can be inferred from Section 3 of EO 10501 subparagraphs (a) and (b).
primarily; these state in part:

"(a) . . . Documents shall be classified according to their own content and not necessarily
according to their relationship to other documents . . ."

"(b) . . . Documents separated from the file or group shall be handled in accordance with their
individual defense classification."

In implementation of the concept, one finds for DoD:

"1. Derivative classification is involved when:

   a. An item of information or collection . . . is the same as . . . other information with
      respect to which there is an outstanding proper classification determination . . . .; or,
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The information is created as a result of ... other information ... which has been and still is properly classified; or, ...

2. c. in connection with all operations where derivative classification of a document ... occurs. Definite procedures shall be established by appropriate authority so that, ... the necessity, currency, and accuracy of each derivative classification will be reviewed ...

Note the emphasis on "proper," "current," and "accurate." However, in the next paragraph we find:

3. In those situations involving the copying or extracting of classified information ... the individual ... shall be responsible for assuring that the new document or copy bears the same classification as that assigned to the information ... from which ... prepared ...

The Navy, in issuing the above instructions added to paragraph 3:

"3 ... copying or extracting of classified information clearly identified ..." (emphasis supplied)

Neither the Army nor the Air Force directly included that paragraph in their versions but all services included the substance of the definition of derivative classification.

There is an additional aspect, one that often escapes recognition in the area of exercising derivative classification; namely, when does derivative classification end and original classification begin? As stated above, EO 10501 implies a foundation but does not cover "derivative" classification directly. In addition to Section 3, quoted above, related material appears in Section 4.b.:

"(b) Non-Automatic Changes ... The downgrading or declassification of extracts from or paraphrases of classified documents shall also require the consent of the appropriate classifying authority unless the agency making such extracts knows positively that they warrant a classification lower than that of the document from which extracted, or that they are not classified."

The basic DoD instruction in defining original classification includes:

"b. An accumulation or aggregation of items of information, regardless of the classification ... collectively requires a separate and distinct classification determination."

The Army in its directive says:

"d. Original classification ... or a compilation of information requires a classification based on the sensitivity of the combined information ..."

The Navy in its version included the DoD instruction verbatim; the Air Force restates and adds:
"b. An accumulation or compilation of items of information, regardless of classification or lack thereof, requires a new or different degree of protection.

c. A currently classified item of information requires a different degree of protection or the removal of such protection . . . and the action taken is not in response to classification guidance from a higher echelon."

The purpose of the extensive cross-referencing and citation above was to establish the complexity of the framework within which a decision must be made. It also leads to the second basic problem in use of derivative authority. The individual author, despite his competence in his field, may find it difficult to determine:

- Whether there are issued classification guides on the topic or combination; and,
- Whether the information he is presenting reflects determinations on classification previously made by "competent authority" and still current; but, if so,
- Whether the information represents a combination, elements of which were previously classified by competent authority but the combination of which is new.

In essence, the likelihood that the army of individual authors can be adequately informed in this field is quite small. Further, under these circumstances and the press of time, there is little question that "original" classification at all levels is being performed regularly by those who are not explicitly authorized to do so.

Central Office - The second of the two basic approaches to classification is to have it done by a "central office," rather than by the author. Here, a "central office" does not necessarily visualize a large group; it does mean one that exercises the authority for classification and classification management and is not responsible for any other major functions (and not many minor ones, either). A number of points concerning this concept undoubtedly come to the mind of each of you. The points against such a concept probably can be reduced to three:

- Nobody knows that much
- Papers would never get out
- It would be too expensive

Before examining the matter, we should confess that our Group decided to go this route. Therefore, the reader should be aware of some probable bias in the direction of this solution.

The difficulties that face an author can be easily recognized as being different from those of a centralized source of classification determination. At any given time there is an existing
milieu only portions of which are changing. This is not to say that there are not many changes but rather that if one has a fix on the setting one can perceive and absorb such changes more easily.

Illustratively, until about 1969, the fact that the basis for general-purpose force planning as set forth in the Joint Strategic Objectives Plan (JSOP) - 2 major contingencies and 1 minor, to be met simultaneously - had been classified for many years. As an existing part of the picture, one knew, without looking it up, that any information revealing that this was the case would be classified. After the decision to make the information public, that part of the picture changed; now information that does nothing more than reveal the announced basis - currently, 1 major contingency and 1 minor - for general-force planning is unclassified and publicly released. In essence, such a "set" establishes a small alarm that activates if one encounters information that goes beyond the limit in some way.

Similarly, the announced 4 1/3 division troop strength in current support of NATO is an announced fact and part of a picture that does not change quickly - one would recognize with relative ease information that went beyond those limits.

Hence, the problem that faces the army of authors - of whether there is a "guide" is much simpler for a squad of classification managers.

The next difficulty that faces an author is whether the information:

"... is in substance the same as or closely related to other information with respect to which there is an outstanding proper classification determination of which the derivative classifier has knowledge...

Some key words here are "in substance," "proper classification," and "has knowledge." If the question is specifically technical and in the author's field, the judgment can probably be made effectively. I submit that few of the determinations fit so neatly.

As an example of the difficulty, one may cite the most recent "Posture Statement" of the Secretary of Defense. Of the 258 pages in the Secret version, only 57 pages contain classified information. The remainder appear verbatim in the publicly released version. Even on the 57 pages, a major fraction of the text is the same as in the unclassified version (not necessarily true of some tables and figures), and only a few elements of information are changed. The Secret version (which is not paragraph- or page-classified) surely represents classification by one of the top-level original authorities, and much "substance" can be derived that appears to require a Secret classification based on a "proper classification" by an obviously authorized person. In this case, the "has knowledge" problem of the author can be assumed to be easily resolved, but the comparative knowledge may be a different question.

A related aspect of this problem for the individual author is the "proper" part of "proper
classification." Proper in the context cited, must also mean authorized, since a classification can be considered proper only if it has been performed by someone granted the authority.

In Table I we established that the number formally reported as authorized to make original determinations at the Secret level is 7,687. It might be difficult to learn whether the information at hand was originally classified by one of this number. In fact, the difficulty of finding out would essentially preclude trying to learn, except in the most important and pressing cases.

Concerning this part of the problem, the "central office" is in a much better situation than the individual author. The "in substance" portion is a part of the whole picture that has been constructed— as is the "has knowledge" portion— simply because of the need for a conscious effort to make certain that everything available has been collected. In the case of "proper classification," too, the central office is in a better position to determine whether the substance of the information fits well with current guidance at a given level and who is likely to be authorized to issue guidance in the topical field under consideration. In this connection, it seems reasonable to say that the NCMS and the Classification Management program have provided a better network to obtain such information than has ever existed. It might, however, be almost as time-consuming for a central office to learn about any given one of the 7,687 persons/positions as for the individual author—but rarely would this be necessary.

The last of the problems facing the individual author who is exercising derivative authority, is that of assessing the line-crossing combination effects, namely, whether he is, in fact, making an "original" determination. An author is concerned mainly with the content of his paper. He can have only a secondary concern, at best, about the nuances of effects on classification and about whether he is making an original determination and has authority to do it. In fact, even the level of classification all too often comes off poorly for the same reason. Regrettably, one still encounters problem-creating classifications, such as a one paragraph memo establishing as Secret the fact that a service Secretary wanted to be briefed on a particular day on the results of a study, the subject of which was unclassified, and a similarly brief piece issued by a military chief establishing as Top Secret the fact that a given well-known problem needed to be re-examined.

Having established some of the ways in which difficulties faced by the army of authors are greater than the same difficulties faced by a squad of classification managers, we look at the three points raised against the concept of central determination of classification.

The first— "nobody knows that much"— has been discussed indirectly in the discussion of the difficulties faced by an author. Stated more directly, there is at least room for argument that a small central group can know a great deal, because accumulating the information on which to base determinations results in a body of knowledge. More, it also leads to who has knowledge and the combination here is especially valuable. I am not suggesting, of course, that one person
is likely to be, at the same time, a microwave specialist, a nuclear physicist, an acoustical expert, a naval strategist, a military tactician, and a chemical wizard, to mention a few. However, I am suggesting that the amount of knowledge necessary to cover security classification competently in a variety of fields can be acquired.

The second problem is really a question of timeliness. Given that a central office can accumulate the necessary information, how long would it take to push paper through the process of classification paragraph by paragraph? Here, as one would suspect, cases may differ; still, we can talk about some general figures.

Two of us provide classification management for our Group. The Group is relatively small, having approximately 350 staff members on the "paper creating" side. The Group, however, has a large paper output, and a large document collection to provide the necessary information base. Recently, as part of our overall program, we examined a block of the collection for currency of classification. Of approximately 3500 titles considered, we selected 357 items for examination. The selecting was based on knowledge of subjects for which changed guidance existed. We were able to change the classifications of 209 of these 357 items; we also found that a number of others would be eligible for classification change at an earlier date than had been originally established. We did the job in a month. During the same time, we considered and established classifications for newly created material. At the time, the number of items produced each day was only a little over 3, although the normal is about twice that figure. These new items, of course, took priority.

At our Group, items range in size from 1 page to several hundred; commonly they run between 12 and 30 pages. Other tasks not covered in the counting process include review of some incoming material for downgrading group determinations, advice to members of the staff on what information one can use at the unclassified level, auditing of selected accountability records, and study—about which we shall have more to say.

The last of the objections raised to centralized classification concerns cost. This area clearly is the spongeiest; little can be said precisely or with unchallengeable figures. People constitute the main expense. To some extent, the discussion of timeliness has covered cost, because of the relation of output to people. What we have not covered is the time (and, therefore, cost) saved the authors, who can be assumed to be relatively high-cost people. Nor is there yet an agreed-upon set of figures for the amounts saved (or avoided) by reduction of the level of classification or the creation of a paper at a lower level of classification or unclassified. These questions do not, of course, even touch on the value to be accorded proper classification—the reason for the whole game.

There is an inherent advantage in the existence of a group of "central offices." In part, some advantage has already accrued as a result of the existence of this Society, some because of the classification management program. I hope that the trend will continue because in it there is
potential for far better classification. It is well to remember that EO 10501, in Section 4, establishes the requirement:

"... Heads of departments or agencies originating classified information or material shall designate persons to be responsible for continuing review of such classified information or material on a document-by-document, category, project, program, or other systematic basis, for the purpose of declassifying or downgrading whenever national defense considerations permit."

This aspect, too, can be better served by a group of central offices, since, as we have seen, classification is a continuum, and continuity and interchange of information among such offices can promote a more effective program.

QUALITIES OF A CLASSIFICATION ANALYST

Assuming, for purposes of further discussion, that a central classification office is to exist, who should be in it and what training is necessary? It may be said that there is not just one set of criteria; rather, there is a spectrum of possibilities.

**Background** — There is little doubt that, since the frame of reference is national security and defense, a background in defense matters is very important. Service in one of the Armed Forces for some reasonable period of time, especially in positions that required an understanding of the employment of the force and its interrelationships with other armed forces, is very desirable. Lacking such experience, the person would, at the very least, have to have considerable interest in these matters. Certainly, even with experience, one is likely to have to learn a great deal. As well, the desirability of a background in technical or scientific work is clear. The particular field or fields (if one is so fortunate) is not specifically important, unless the information area to be covered is sharply circumscribed. If not actually experienced in matters technical and scientific, the person must at least have strong interests in the direction.

Interest is a critical factor and the emphasis is not misplaced. To return to the first objection postulated to the concept of a central office (Nobody knows that much) and to the discussion of the point, it is true that any person entering such an office will have to be oriented toward continued learning. It is true also that learning is not everybody’s dish of tea. Care must be exercised to make the point quite clear.

**Training** — When one then enters into a “central office” type of organization, there is bound to be a period of training – mostly on-the-job or self-training. Naturally, the particular program for a given individual will be related directly to his particular background; thus, it is unlikely that two programs would be identical. Similarly, the particular organization is likely to have areas of emphasis; these provide a topical guide to the study effort. In any event, some general elements to be included can be stated:

1. General handbooks on military operations of all services, with emphasis, as
appropriate on the principal service association — both classified and unclassified items.

- Documents and books concerned with the basic principles that underlie hardware development (e.g., *Physics of Sound in the Sea*[^1] and *The Effects of Nuclear Weapons*[^2], electromagnetic theory books and documents, etc.).

- Intelligence documents.

The study phase will probably take several months for a reasonable feeling of comfort in a small number of fields; actually, study is a continuing requirement. It should be interspersed with discussions, inside the classification management group on aspects related to classification, and with other members of the staff on technical aspects of the work.

Concurrently, the training should include examination of material both well classified and poorly classified. Beginning about the second month, and proceeding concurrently with study and the examination of examples of classified material, some practice on classification of new material should be undertaken. Such practice forms the base for applying information already gained and determining whether the study phase has covered the area adequately, as well as discussion and further guidance.

Subsequently, with experience and confidence, the trainee would actually classify material under the guidance of an experienced analyst. As training proceeds the emphasis should shift to having the trainee bring up points on which there is some uncertainty. After eight months to a year, the individual will probably be able to operate independently.

**Continuing Operations** — Some comments are necessary. Of prime importance is the necessity to recognize that a reasonable amount of time must be available for continuing review and study — perhaps a third of the total time — for both studying related material and seeking out new information. It may be thought that one may expect to acquire new information by requesting it on a continuing basis. Experience has shown, however, that the process is rarely foolproof.

An important source of both guidance and information about classification is to be found in Congressional hearings, principally (but not exclusively) related to the DoD. These should be studied for application in the determination of classification.

As mentioned earlier, another important source of information is official statements, especially the “Posture Statement” of the Secretary of Defense, to which I have referred previously, as well as other members of the DoD and the Services. Again, these have to be examined in detail, from the point of view of both what they include and what they omit.

Active steps must also be taken to study newly issued classification guides. Guidance may have to be provided operating members of the organization. In a related area, documentary
issuances of other organizations should be examined, for currency in various fields, both for the information content and for the classifications applied.

Last, we should discuss matters with technical people from time to time — both for better understanding of the technical aspects of a problem (how does side-lobe detection compare with main-lobe detection) and for the aspects of information that are to be considered sensitive (what isn't known about OTH) and why.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this paper was to present an approach to classification management training and operations. It is surely not earth-shaking, revolutionary, or visionary. Of necessity, it has dealt far more extensively with “where it’s at” than with details of how to select and train. However, in the view of the author, the “where it’s at” and “how it is” is critical to approaching the goal of better classification management through better classification. As is evident to those in the field, the recommendations for central office determinations contain technical questions of propriety. These do not seem insoluble. More to the point, they are not technically worse than “how it is” now — and probably better. The paper is commended to your further consideration.
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